According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Traffic harms the environment by being loud, so the birds can't hear the mate calls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>The Jets fly over the desert and distract animals so they lose their prey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has named two human noises that harm the environment and explained their impact with text-based details ("Traffic"/"birds can’t hear the mate calls"; "Jets"/"distract animals so they lose their prey [prey]").
What does Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a “sound signature”? Give two examples of living things that have sound signatures. Use details from the article to support your answer.

When Bernie Krause says “every living thing has a sound signature,” he means every living thing has some way to communicate. Two things that have a sound signature are birds, when they mate, and foxes when they hunt.

This response is general but accurate. The student has provided some text-based details to define a sound signature (“every living thing has some way to communicate”) and to identify two living things that have sound signatures (“birds, when they mate”; “foxes when they hunt”).
In this response, the student has provided an accurate but general explanation of the importance of Bernie Krause’s work (“teaching people to pay more attention to the sounds in the environment”; “if animal’s can’t communicate, they can’t hunt or mate”).
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause's responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to
- describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
- explain his responses to the challenges
- explain what his responses reveal about him
- use details from the article to support your answer

Bernie Krause faced many challenges when he works. One challenge he faced was getting picked up by a gorilla and getting thrown in a nettle bush. He just got back up and started recording again.

Another challenge he faced was getting too close to a jaguar, just to record how they sound. He also went to the Amazon and recorded crocodiles.

As you can see, Bernie Krause loves to face dangerous challenges, and he obviously loves animals, and he
In this extended response, the student has provided some text-based details to describe challenges Bernie Krause faced when recording nature sounds and some reactions to those challenges ("getting picked up by a gorilla and getting thrown in a nettle bush … just got back up and started recording again"; "getting too close to a jaguar … also went to the Amazon and recorded crocodiles"). The response also includes what Bernie's reactions reveal about him ("loves to face dangerous challenges"; "obviously loves animals, and he cares about the environment"). Although the student has attempted to address all parts of the task, some of the details are too general. There is an attempt to maintain focus, but the organization is weak.

Cluster Score = 3

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill most requirements of the task and indicate the student has a partial understanding of the article. While the responses include some accurate conclusions about Bernie Krause's work, the conclusions are sketchy and lack elaboration and specific details.

Listening Anchor Cluster 6D
According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jet noises</td>
<td>Desert Foxes can't hear their prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic sounds</td>
<td>Bird can't hear mating calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has named two human noises that harm the environment and explained their impact with text-based details ("Jet"/"Desert Foxes can't hear their prey"; "traffic"/"Bird can't hear mating calls").
What does Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a “sound signature”? Give two examples of living things that have sound signatures. Use details from the article to support your answer.

Bernie Krause means when no sys, everything has its own sound signature is that everything has its own unique sound. Corn is a plant but it makes sound and so do animals. All animals have sound signatures.

This response is general but accurate. The student has provided some text-based details to define a sound signature (“everything has its own unique sound”) and to identify two living things that have sound signatures (“corn is a plant but it makes sound”; “all animals have sound signatures”).
Explain how Bernie Krause’s work with people is important for the environment. Use details from the article to support your answer.

Bernie Krause teaches people how to listen to the environment and he teaches people how we are harming the environment with our noise like with simple things like airplanes and traffic.

In this response, the student provided an accurate but general explanation of the importance of Bernie Krause’s work (“teaches people how we are harming the environment with our noise like with simple things like airplanes and traffic”).
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause's responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to:
• describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
• explain his responses to the challenges
• explain what his responses reveal about him
• use details from the article to support your answer

Bernie Krause is a guy that is very much into listening to the sounds of the environment. He has problems about listening to it. He has a theory that it takes a long time to record all of the sounds for a CD. He is a very patient person to be able to do this. Another challenge is that most people make noises that distract and harm
Cluster Score = 3

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill most requirements of the task and indicate the student has a partial understanding of the article. While the responses include some accurate conclusions about Bernie Krause’s work, the conclusions are sketchy and lack elaboration and specific details.

Listening Anchor Cluster 7D
According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snowmobile</td>
<td>I disrupt their concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicopters</td>
<td>there loud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graphic organizer is partially accurate. The student has named one human noise that harms the environment and has generally explained its impact with a text-based detail ("snowmobile"/"[disrupts their concentration]"). The second answer ("helicopters") is not an acceptable substitute for "jet," and the explanation with that answer ("there loud") is too vague.
What does Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a “sound signature”? Give two examples of living things that have sound signatures. Use details from the article to support your answer.

I don't know what he means by "sound signature but like with the sounds disrupting nature's habitats.

In this response, the student has neither defined a sound signature nor identified anything that has a sound signature.
Explain how Bernie Krause’s work with people is important for the environment. Use details from the article to support your answer.

He informs people about what disrupts animals habitats, so he can try to prevent them.

In this response, the student has provided a very general explanation of the importance of Bernie Krause’s work (“informs people about what disrupts animals habitats, so he can try to prevent them”).
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause’s responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to
- describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
- explain his responses to the challenges
- explain what his responses reveal about him
- use details from the article to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Krause went through a lot of challenges between getting picked up by a giraffe to helping animals. He is a very great and helpful man. He supports animals a lot, he loves them.

He has a lot of responsibilities like he has to be safe, because a lot of the animals he deals with are dangerous. Some challenges he has done are inform people about how noisy things like snowmobiles can affect some animals habitats. Plus he
In this extended response, the student has provided a few text-based details to describe one specific challenge Bernie Krause faced when recording nature sounds (“got picked up by a silver back gorilla”) and a few general challenges (“inform people about how noises like snowmobiles can affect some animals habitats”; “trying to be safe recording animals and to make sure he dosnet disrupt there habitats himself”). The response does not include how Bernie reacted to those challenges, and there is only a very general description of what is revealed about Bernie (“supported animals alot, he loves them”). The response addresses only parts of the task and displays gaps in the understanding of the article.

Cluster Score = 2

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill some requirements of the task and indicate the student has only a limited understanding of Bernie Krause’s work and its importance. Although the student has addressed basic elements of the article, very few text-based details are provided.
According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>Foxes can't hunt their prey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Birds can't communicate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has named two human noises that harm the environment and explained their impact with text-based details (“Jets”/“Foxes can’t hunt their prey”; “Traffic”/“Birds can’t communicate”).

Listening Anchor Cluster 9A

Page 58
Bernie Krause means every animal has its own way of communicating when he states that every living thing has a "sound signature." Birds communicate by singing to each other. When frogs and toads communicate they croak to each other.

This response is general but accurate. The student has provided some text-based details to define a sound signature ("every animal has its own way of communicating") and to identify two living things that have sound signatures ("Birds communicate by singing"; "When frogs and toads communicate they croak").
In this response, the student has provided an accurate but general explanation of the importance of Bernie Krause’s work (“If Bernie’s work doesn’t help to cut down the noise humans are making bird won’t be able to hear each other and foxes won’t be able to hunt prey”).
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause's responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to
- describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
- explain his responses to the challenges
- explain what his responses reveal about him
- use details from the article to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Bernie Krause has a challenging and difficult job. He has to record the sounds of all different types of animals. Krause has faced many challenges when recording nature sounds yet he has responded to them all.

The sound humans make is disrupting many animals. Since snowmobiles are so loud, deer can't hear anything but the snowmobiles. Birds can't communicate with each other because traffic is so loud. Jets and noise deters foxes when they are hunting their prey. Bernie Krause is working to cut down the noises humans make so we can hear the great sounds of nature again.

In this essay I have described three challenges Bernie
In this extended response, the student has provided a few text-based details to describe general challenges Bernie Krause faced when recording nature sounds; however, most of the challenges included are challenges to the environment (“He has to record the sounds of all different types of animals”; “sound humans make is disrupting many animals”; “Bernie Krause is working to cut down the noises humans make so we can hear the great sounds of nature again”). The response does not include how Bernie reacted to those challenges, and there is only a very general description of what is revealed about Bernie (“he has responded to these challenges”). The response addresses only parts of the task and displays gaps in the understanding of the article.

Cluster Score = 2

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill some requirements of the task and indicate the student has only a limited understanding of Bernie Krause’s work and its importance. Although the student has addressed basic elements of the article, very few text-based details are provided.
According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>birds won’t be able to mate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jets</td>
<td>some animals won’t be able to hear prey.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graphic organizer is complete and accurate. The student has named two human noises that harm the environment and explained their impact with text-based details ("Traffic"/"birds won’t be able to mate"; "Jets"/"some animal won’t be able to hear prey").
What does Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a “sound signature”? Give two examples of living things that have sound signatures. Use details from the article to support your answer.

Bernie meant that every living thing has a "Sound Signature" like they have their own sound. Two examples that have sound signature are people and birds.
Explain how Bernie Krause’s work with people is important for the environment. Use details from the article to support your answer.

Krause’s work with people is important for the environment to help nature.

In this response, the student has provided a very minimal explanation of the importance of Bernie Krause’s work ("to help nature").
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause’s responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to
• describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
• explain his responses to the challenges
• explain what his responses reveal about him
• use details from the article to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Three challenges are thrown by a silver-back gorilla.

In this extended response, the student has provided only one challenge faced by Bernie Krause when recording nature sounds (“thrown by a silver-back gorilla”). The student addresses few elements of the task and makes no connections.

Cluster Score = 1

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill few requirements of the task. The brief responses indicate the student has understood only sections of the article. The responses are weak, but there is sufficient information provided to receive a score.
According to the article, Bernie Krause believes humans make noises that harm the environment. Complete the chart below by naming two noises humans make that harm the environment. Then explain how each noise harms the environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Noise</th>
<th>How the Noise Harms the Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking and Sing</td>
<td>I don't know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What does Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a “sound signature”? Give two examples of living things that have sound signatures. Use details from the article to support your answer.

Bernie Krause mean when he states that every living thing has a sound signature when people

This response is completely incorrect. The information provided simply repeats wording from the prompt.
Bernie Krause’s work with people because they talk and sing and because they like to be noisy.
Write an essay in which you describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced when recording nature sounds. Explain Krause’s responses to the challenges. Then explain what his responses reveal about him. Use details from the article to support your answer.

In your answer, be sure to
• describe three challenges Bernie Krause has faced
• explain his responses to the challenges
• explain what his responses reveal about him
• use details from the article to support your answer

Check your writing for correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Bernie Krause three challenges has faced when recording nature sounds that like to make noise and because they like talking and sing and it bairth the anelmo.

This extended response is completely incorrect. The information provided is irrelevant and indicates confusion.

Cluster Score = 0

Taken as a whole, the responses fulfill no requirements of the task. The responses are completely incorrect and irrelevant.